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The effects of oscillating flow on the pressure force normal to the
chord of a symmetrical airfoil were investigated experimentally employ-
ing a remote pressure transducer to measure the instantaneous pressure
distribution.
An open circuit wind tunnel having a set of rotating shutter blades
located down stream of the test section was used to produce the oscil-
lating flow. Electrical signals analogous to the free stream velocity and
surface pressure were recorded simultaneously on separate tracks of a
magnetic tape. The recorded data were converted to digital representation,
and numerical techniques utilized to evaluate the spectral composition of
the measured pressure distribution, from which the normal force was
calculated
.
It was found that the magnitude of the total normal force at high
angles of attack is significantly greater in oscillating flow than in
steady flow and is frequency dependent; while at low angles of attack
no significant differences were observed. Moreover it was found that
higher order harmonics of the fundamental free-stream frequency constitute
a significant fraction of the normal force, and these fractions are also
frequency dependent. The observed results are not adequately predicted
by quasi-steady aerodynamic analysis.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The aerodynamic forces associated with unsteady flows have attracted
great interest in recent times. With the rapid development of the heli-
copter and advances in gas turbine technology, more detailed knowledge
of unsteady phenomona is required than can be obtained from quasi-steady
flow analys is
.
Experimental investigations of unsteady flow problems have been
hampered by lack of adequate facilities, i.e. lack of wind tunnels that
are capable of establishing a controlled unsteady flow. Consequently
the majority of previous investigations have been concerned with the
starting process or have utilized programmed model motion rather than
an oscillating flow [Ref. 1, 2, and 3]. Analytical investigations of
the problem have been restricted to linearized solutions that are not
applicable for airfoils at large angles of attack [Ref. 4 and 5].
The objective of the work reported here was to measure the time-
dependent pressure distribution on an airfoil at constant angle of
attack in a controlled oscillating stream and from these measurements
to calculate the time -de pendent forces acting on the airfoil surface.
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II. BASIC APPROACH
A. ALTERNATIVES AVAILABLE FOR MEASUREMENT
There are two obvious methods one might use to measure the instan-
taneous pressure distribution on the surface of an airfoil model in an
unsteady flow. The most direct technique would be to mount many trans-
ducers in the model in such a manner that the pressure at discrete
points on the surface could be measured directly. The difficulties
involved in applying this method are the cost of the miniature trans-
ducers required and the possibility that the dynamics of the test
installation would influence the response of the transducers.
A less direct method would be to connect remote transducers to
pressure taps on the surface of the airfoil with tubing. This would
eliminate the dynamic interference likely to be encountered with the
more direct method, but would add to the complexity of the system
because of the transfer functions associated with the tubing.
In the case of oscillating flows, however, both the free stream
velocity and the pressure at a point on the surface of the airfoil are
periodic functions of time having some fixed phase relation between
them. Knowledge of the phase relations existing between the free
stream velocity and the pressure at various points on the surface of
the airfoil, assuming that this phase relation remains constant, would
allow the pressure distribution to be reconstructed from temporal
records of the pressures and velocities taken over different intervals
of time. A remote transducer then could be utilized to measure pres-
sure and, if the leads from each tap were identical, only a single
transfer function would have to be known.
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B. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
The technique utilized in this investigation was based on the last
alternative described above. Electrical signals analogous to the free
stream velocity and surface pressure at a point were recorded simul-
taneously on separate tracks of magnetic tape. The pressure analogues
recorded were the electrical output of a single remote transducer con-
nected in turn by tubing to each of the pressure taps on the surface of
the airfoil. The velocity analogues recorded were the output of a
linearized hot-wire anemometer.
The transfer function of the tubing was experimentally measured and
applied in digital form to the Fourier Transform of the digitized
pressure analogue in order to obtain the Fourier Transform of the
pressure at the surface of the airfoil. The inverse of the pressure





The experimental work was conducted in the low-speed, oscillating
flow wind tunnel located in the Aeronautics Laboratories of the Naval
Postgraduate School. This wind tunnel is of open circuit design, with
a 24-inch square by 223-inch long test section. A plan view of the
tunnel is presented in Figure 1. The tunnel inlet is eight feet square,
resulting in a 16:1 contraction ratio. Three high solidity screens
located in the inlet section just upstream of the nozzle produce measured
free stream turbulence intensities of 0.261 to 0.413 percent for the
velocities encountered in the present work.
The wind tunnel drive consists of two Joy Axivane Fans in series,
each of which has an internal, 100 horsepower, direct connected, 1750 rpm
motor. The fan blades are internally adjustable through a pitch range of
25 to 55 degrees, providing a wide operating base. Two sets of variable
inlet vanes, located immediately upstream of each fan, are externally
operated to provide control of test section velocity. These vanes are
of multileaf design, and preswirl the air in the direction of fan
rotation to reduce fan capacity. The total range of tunnel velocity is




Two fundamental methods of creating an oscillating flow environ-
ment have been employed in the past. Both Nickerson [Ref. 6] and Hori
[Ref. 7) introduced oscillations by oscillating their models in a steady










frequencies because of mechanical complications, and also introduces
measurement difficulties. The other approach is to actually oscillate
the flow over a stationary model. Hill [Ref. 8] used a sliding shutter
to impose oscillations on the free stream but was restricted by mechanical
limitations to low frequencies.
The most successful method of obtaining an oscillating flow with
large ranges of frequency and amplitude was that employed by Karlsson
[Ref. 9], and later by Miller [Ref. 10] in his investigation of trans-
ition. A rotating shutter valve, immediately downstream of the test
section, is employed to superimpose a periodic variation of velocity on
the mean flow. The method used in the present investigation is virtually
identical to that employed by Miller. The shutter valve consists of four
horizontal steel shafts equally spaced across the test section. The
shafts are slotted to accommodate flat blades of various widths, forming
a set of four butterfly valves spanning the test section. Figure 2 is a
photograph of the shutter valve. Each blade is driven from its immediate
neighbor by means of a timing belt and pulley arrangement. The bottom
shaft is driven by a five horsepower variable speed electric motor,
through a timing belt and pulley. An intermediate shaft between the
motor and shutter valve permits a wide variety of pulley ratios. This
drive arrangement provides a frequency range of two cycles per second to
the first critical frequency of 933 cycles per second. The electric
motor presently in use, however, restricts the oscillation frequency to
a maximum of 240 cycles per second. The amplitude of oscillation is con-
trolled by blade width. Test section closure may be varied from 25 to 100
per cent. The resulting amplitude of oscillation of test section velocity



















investigation, blades producing 50.0 per cent closure were used, resulting
in an amplitude range of from' 3 to 40 per cent of the local mean free
stream velocity.
3. Test Section
The wind tunnel test section is shown in Figure 3. Continuous
pieces of two-inch thick aluminum, 24 inches wide and 223 inches long,
form the upper and lower test section walls. Each of the side walls
consists of three two-inch thick panels of stress-relieved Lucite. For
this investigation, the central side wall panel on the opposite side of
the tunnel from the control console was replaced with two-inch thick
plywood to facilitate the mounting of instrumentation. The Lucite panels
on the console side of the test section are hinged and may be raised
hydraulically
,
providing access to the test section. The heavy con-
struction of the test section is intended to minimize deflections
induced by rapid changes in static pressure.
Figure 4 is a typical test section velocity profile. Velocity
variation is less than one per cent from the mean to within three inches
of any wa 11
.
Figure 5 is an overall photographic view of the wind tunnel.
B. MODEL
The airfoil model used in this investigation was that employed by
Allen [Ref. 11]. It is a NACA 63-010 section modified by straight line
fairing from 60 per cent chord to the trailing edge. The model has a
24 inch span and a constant 6 inch chord. Twenty three pressure taps
are located chordwise across the upper surface and two on the lower
surface at midspan. Figure 6 is a schematic drawing of the model showing
the location of the pressure taps.
22
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The model was mounted spanwise across the test section on a mechanism
which allowed measuring the angle of attack about the midchord line. The
pressure tap leads were brought through the tunnel walls with stainless
steel tubing. Figure 7 shows the model mounted in the tunnel test section.
C. PRESSURE MEASURING SYSTEM
1. Pressure Transducers
Limitations on size and expense lead to the selection of a remote
pressure transducer designed by Professor L. V. Schmidt of the Naval
Postgraduate School. The design is shown in Figure 8. Two transducers
were built, one to measure pressures on the model and the other to be
used as a reference.
The transducer system consisted basically of a Bently Detector
System, a 0.003 inch thick annealed brass diaphragm mounted in an
aluminum housing, and plastic and steel tubing enabling the pressure on
the airfoil to be transmitted to the transducer diaphragm cavity. The
diaphragm thickness was selected so as to provide a useable instrument
in the pressure range of + 0.75 psia. The disassembled transducer is
shown in Figure 9.
The Bently Detector System provides a voltage signal which is
linear with respect to the distance change detected by its probe. For
small pressure differentials across the brass diaphragm, the deflection
is proportional to pressure. By putting a known pressure differential
across the diaphragm, the transducer can be calibrated yielding a
linear calibration curve for small differentials. The details of this
procedure are given in Appendix A.
The stainless steel and plastic tubing act as transmission lines
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undergo frequency-dependent phase shift and attenuation through the
tubing. A dynamic calibration (Appendix A) was performed at 5 hertz
increments and intermediate values at 1 hertz increments were obtained
by linear interpolation and extrapolation. The results may be seen in
Figures 10 and 11.
2 . Power Supplies and Amplifier
A Power Design Transistorized Power Supply, Model 2051R was used
to power the Bently Proximeter. The Proximeter output at zero pressure
differential was in the neighborhood of + 5.73 Volts as installed in the
pressure measuring system. A Kepco Model OPS 21-1 Operational Power
Supply/Amplifier was used to amplify the Proximeter signal. The output
of the operational amplifier was adjusted to zero volts at zero pressure
differential by means of a suitable bias voltage. The gain of the
operational amplifier at a given feedback resistance was verified to be
constant with input frequency over the frequency range of interest. The
phase shift due to the operational amplifier was a constant -180 degrees
over the same frequency range. Figure 12 is a schematic diagram of the
pressure measuring system and Figure 13 is a typical static calibration.
Figure 14 shows the pressure measuring system installed.
D. HOT WIRE ANAMOMETER
A constant temperature, transistorized, hot wire anamometer was used
to measure the free stream velocity. The electrical output of the hot
wire anamometer was proportional to the velocity. A micromanometer
connected to a pitot-static tube was used to measure the mean free
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The outputs of the hot wire anamometer and pressure transducer were
recorded on an Ampex CP-100 Portable Instrumentation Magnetic Tape
Recorder/Reproducer. Typical record and reproduce calibration values
for the recorder at a tape speed of 3-3/4 inches per second are shown
in Table I.
TABLE I



















The velocity and pressure analogues were monitored on a Tektronix Dual
Beam Oscilloscope. Pictures of representative velocity and pressure
outputs were recorded photographically from oscilliscope traces.
The shutter valve frequency was measured with a magnetic pickup
located outboard of the upper shutter valve blade shaft. The output of
the pickup was read on a decade counter. A schematic diagram of the





























Prior to each run, a static calibration of the transducer was made in
order to ensure that no drift had occurred since the previous calibration.
The desired free stream mean velocity was established in steady flow
and the hot wire anamometer set to give the desired output at the free
stream mean velocity. The oscillations were then adjusted to the required
frequency
.
The angle of attack vernier was calibrated by comparing the trans-
ducer output of the taps on the lower surface with those at corresponding
locations on the upper surface. The angle of attack vernier was accurate
to + .05 degrees when calibrated on this basis at zero degrees angle of
attack.
Apparent regularity of the free stream wave- form on the oscilloscope
was used to establish the desired oscillating frequencies. Subsequent
Fourier analysis of the free stream velocity wave-form showed this pro-
cedure to be adequate in establishing clean wave-forms.
The airfoil was placed at the desired positive angle of attack and
recording began. The output of the transducer connected to each pressure
tap in turn was recorded on tape simultaneously with the output of the
hot wire anamometer. Since the airfoil was symmetrical, the pressure on
the lower surface was assumed to correspond to the pressure on the upper
tapped surface at negative angle of attack. The airfoil was rotated to
a negative angle of attack in order to obtain the pressure distribution
on the lower surface.
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V. DATA ANALYSIS
A. ANALOGUE TO DIGITAL CONVERSION
The recorded data were converted from analogue to digital repre-
sentation on the Naval Postgraduate School's Hybrid Computer. Details
of the data conversion process are given in Appendix B.
The analogue signals were filtered through two low-pass R. C. filters
in series prior to digitization. The filter was used to improve signal
to noise ratios of the analogue data. Preliminary investigations had
shown that some high frequency noise was picked up in the data recording
process from both the transducer and the tape recorder. ("High frequency",
for the purposes of this investigation, means frequencies greater than 500
hertz.) The filters were built around the existing high gain amplifiers
on the analogue side of the hybrid. The filter transfer function was
measured at 10 hertz increments and intermediate values at 1 hertz
increments obtained by linear interpolation. Figures 16 and 17 give
the transfer function of the filtering system.
All sampling was done at the rate of 1024 samples per second. The
analogous pressure and velocity signals associated with each pressure tap
were sampled for 4 seconds for a total sample size of 4096 samples per
digital record.
Prior to each run a D. C. reference voltage measured with a digital
voltmeter was recorded. These reference voltages were then digitized as
a check on the tape recorder and digitizing process. Typical values of
voltmeter measured D. C. voltages and the corresponding digital mean
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TABLE II
RECORDED D.C. VOLTAGE AND CORRESPONDING DIGITAL MEAN VALUE











The arrays of digitized data obtained from the analogue to digital
conversion process were stored on 7 track, 200 bit per inch magnetic
tape in 24 bit words. A conversion to 9 track, 800 bit per inch tape
and 32 bit words was necessary in order to analyze the data on the IBM
360 Series Computer. The computer program used to make the conversion
is included as an appendage to this thesis under the title "TAPE CON-
VERSION PROGRAM".
C. ADDITIONAL ASSUMPTIONS
Ideally, phase information between the free stream velocity and
pressure analogues at a given tap would have been preserved during the
analogue to digital conversion process. Because of equipment limitations
discussed in Appendix B, this was not possible. However, measurements
from photographs of oscilloscope traces of the velocity and pressure
analogues corresponding to given pressure taps indicated that the
phasing between the free stream velocity and the pressure on the surface
of the airfoil was essentially independent of the surface coordinate.
This measured time difference between a negatively-sloped zero crossing
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of the corresponding pressure analogue was therefore taken as constant





The pressure data corresponded to the difference between atmos-
pheric pressure and the surface pressure. It was therefore convenient





(x,y,t) = - ^
q
where :
P(x,y,t) = pressure at time t at a point (x,y) on the surface of
the airfoil,
P = atmospheric pressure, and
q = mean free stream dynamic pressure.







the "unsteady pressure coefficient" is defined as:





p(x,y,t) = "unsteady pressure" at time t at a point (x,y) on the
surface of the airfoil.
2 . Normal Force Coefficients
The time dependent force per unit span acting normal to the chord
of a two-dimensional airfoil is approximated by:
44
N(t) = J [P(x,-y,t)-P(x,y,t)] dx
if the airfoil is symmetrical. The normal force coefficient can be















p(§,n)] d§ +J [cp(?,-n f t)-cp (5 tn,t)] d?
which leads to:
(e) . a. + ifel . cN + c (oI qc qc n
where :
C„ = mean normal force coefficient
N
c (t) = "unsteady normal force coefficient".
n J
3 . Center of Pressure
The center of pressure may be defined in terms of non-dimensional













The numerical techniques used in the calculations are discussed in
Appendix C. A flow chart of the computer program used to analyze the
45
digitized data is shown in Fig. 18. A listing of the program is included



































FIGURE 18. ABBREVIATED COMPUTER PROGRAM FLOW CHART
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VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. CONDITIONS INVESTIGATED
Table III lists the freestream conditions and angles of attack at
which data was taken. A "Run" consisted of recording the pressure at
each tap for 30 seconds with the airfoil at a given angle of attack in
a free stream velocity with a given mean velocity, amplitude of oscil-
lation, and frequency of oscillation.
The steady flow Runs were made and the pressure distribution and
normal force coefficients presented in order to provide a basis for
comparison with the non-steady results. Power spectral densities of
the turbulent pressure fluctuations in steady flow were calculated to
investigate the possibility of any harmonic coupling that might occur
between the forced oscillations of the free stream and the vortex
shedding phenomona observed in steady flow.
B. STEADY FLOW RESULTS
The measured pressure distributions on the airfoil at angles of
attack of 5, 10, and 15 degrees in a steady flow of approximately 100
feet per second are shown in Fig. 19 through 21. Figure 22 shows the
resulting normal force coefficients. The lift curve of a NACA 63-009
airfoil section is included for comparison [Ref. 12].
Power spectral densities of the turbulent pressure fluctuations at
representative taps are shown in Fig. 23 through 32. These power
spectrums and subsequent power spectrums shown have been normalized with
respect to their mean squares.
At angles of attack of and 5 degrees a distinct periodic component
in the neighborhood of 21 to 22 hertz was discernable at all chordwise
48
locations investigated. The corresponding Strouhal Number taken with





At 10 degrees angle of attack the spectrum of the fluctuating
pressure on the upper surface appears to be broadened over the lower
frequencies. Periodic components are discernable along the lower sur-
face at about the same frequency as was noted at lower angles of attack.
At 15 degrees angle of attack the airfoil was fully stalled as
evidenced by the pressure distribution. Figures 30 through 32 show a
distinct periodic component between 21 and 22 hertz just as the runs at
lower angle of attack. This periodicity was visible at all pressure
taps on the surface. The tendency of the spectrum to spread more
towards lower frequencies at downstream stations on the upper surface
is apparent when Fig. 30 and 31 are compared.
Figures 33 and 34 show the mean square of the fluctuating pressure
coefficients for Runs 3 and 4 plotted as a function of chord. Discussion
of the possible significance of the resulting distribution will be
deferred to the unsteady flow section.
Noise at 60 hertz was filtered from the spectral and mean square
distributions shown in Fig. 23 through 34 by setting the computed value
of the spectrum at 60 hertz equal to the average of the values at 59 and
61 hertz. A typical unfiltered spectrum is shown in Fig. 35.
C. UNSTEADY FLOW RESULTS
1. Run 5
Run 5 was made at a fundamental frequency of 94 hertz, an angle
of attack of 15 degrees, and a free stream velocity with mean of approxi-
mately 100 feet per second and amplitude ratio of 0.085. Figures 36 and
49
37 show typical oscilloscope traces of the velocity and pressure analogue
wave-forms at selected pressure taps for this Run.
It is apparent from these photographs that the time between a
negatively sloped zero crossing on the velocity analogue wave and a
positive sloped zero crossing on the pressure analogue wave is essentially
constant at a given tap even though the wave-form is obviously not the
same for every period. These same pictures show that the change in the
above time-difference with chordwise location is small.
The time-difference mentioned above was measured at two sample
time-increments from photographs similar to those shown in Fig. 36 and
37, but on an expanded time scale. Expressed in terms of a phase angle
at the fundamental frequency of 94 hertz, the two sample time-increments
are equivalent to 66 degrees. This measurement served to establish the
phasing that was used in reducing the data.
Figure 38 shows the power spectrum of the oscillating free
stream velocity for Run 5. The spectral quality of the oscillations
produced by the tunnel is immediately apparent from the manner in which
the fundamental frequency dominates the spectrum.
Figures 39 through 64 are power spectral densities of the unsteady
pressures associated with the indicated chordwise locations. They were
selected to indicate the complete trend of the pressure spectrum on the
surface of the airfoil. The spectrums appear to be essentially the same
along the upper surface to about 30 per cent chord at which point the
spectral component at the fundamental harmonic begins to decrease and the
second and third order harmonic components increase. These effects appear
to be maximized at or near the mid-chord point where the second order
harmonic dominates the unsteady pressure. (It is unfortunate that the
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spacing between pressure taps near the mid-chord point increases but the
observed pressure spectrums were not anticipated before the model was
constructed.) Less than 20 per cent chord downstream from the mid-chord
point the spectrum again takes on the appearance noted near the Leading
edge .
Figure 65 shows the measured mean square of the unsteady pressure
coefficient at each tap. There is a decrease in the mean square as mid-
chord is approached and a definite increase as the downstream edge is
approached, implying some sort of spatial correlation between the mean
square of the pressure fluctuation and chordwise distance downstream.
Figure 66 shows the calculated time dependent normal force
coefficient and the free stream velocity plotted with common time origins
as determined by the previously described photographic measurement.
Figure 67 is the power spectrum of the calculated unsteady normal
force
.
Figure 68 shows the mean pressure distribution as calculated for
Run 5. Figures 69 and 70 are photographs of the time dependent pressure
distribution displayed on an IBM 2250 Visual Display Unit. The computer
program used to create the display is attached as an appendage under the
title "DISPLAY PROGRAM".
Figure 71 is the power spectrum of the calculated unsteady
center of pressure for Run 5.
2. Run 7
Run 7 was made at a fundamental frequency of 11 hertz, an angle
of attack of 15 degrees, and a free stream velocity with a mean of approxi-
mately 100 feet per second and amplitude ratio of 0.072. Figures 72 and
73 show typical oscilloscope traces of the velocity and pressure analogue
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wave-forms at selected pressure taps for Run 7. Note the regularity of
the pressure analogue wave-forms with time for a given tap and the
similarities of the wave-forms for the different taps. The time dif-
ference between a negatively sloped zero crossing on the velocity
analogue wave-form and a positively sloped zero crossing on the pressure
analogue wave-form was measured at approximately 24 sample time-increments.
At the fundamental frequency of 11 hertz, 24 sample time -increments is
approximately given in terms of a phase angle as 93 degrees. This measure-
ment was used as described previously to establish the phasing between the
free stream velocity and pressure in data reduction.
The power spectral density of the unsteady free stream velocity
for Run 7 is shown in Fig. 74. The quality of the oscillation should
again be noted.
Power spectrums of the unsteady pressure associated with repre-
sentative taps are shown in Fig. 75 through 80. The wave-form similarity
noted in the oscilloscope pictures is also apparent in the power spectrums.
The similarity of the spectrums to each other should also be noted.
Figure 81 gives the mean square of the unsteady pressure coefficient
associated with each tap as a function of the non-dimensional chord.
The unsteady velocity and normal force coefficient are given as
functions of time from a common time origin in Fig. 82 and 83. The power
spectrum of the unsteady normal force is given in Fig. 84 and the power
spectrum of the center of pressure in Fig. 85. Figure 86 shows the mean
pressure distribution on the airfoil for Run 7.
D. COMPARISON OF RESULTS AT DIFFERENT FREQUENCIES
1 . Normal Force and Center of Pressure
The most obvious difference between the results presented is in
the mean normal force coefficients. This is illustrated in Fig. 87 which
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shows the mean normal force coefficient at 15 degrees angle of attack as
a function of frequency. Recall that the mean velocities for the steady
flow Run and the oscillating Runs 5 and 7 were all about 100 feet per
second. Run 5 had a fundamental frequency of 94 hertz while Run 7 had
a fundamental frequency of 11 hertz. The amplitude ratio for the two
oscillatory Runs was about the same, that for Run 5 being 0.085 and that
for Run 7 being 0.072.
The harmonic composition of the unsteady normal force coefficient
for the two oscillatory Runs under consideration was also much different.
A comparison of Fig. 67 and Fig. 84 shows that the second harmonic of 94
hertz is much more predominant than the second harmonic of 11 hertz.
Center of pressure calculations also reflect the difference in
harmonic composition that was found in the normal force results. The
unsteady center of pressure at 94 hertz is dominated by the second harmonic
and the first and third harmonics are about the same, while at 11 hertz
little difference between the spectrum of the unsteady normal force and
unsteady center of pressure was noted.
2 . Pressure Distributions
The spectral composition of the unsteady pressure reflects the
difference noted in the normal force and center of pressure results. The
presence of higher order harmonics is apparently not just related to
increasing frequency. Allen [Ref. 11] showed oscilloscope traces of the
pressure analogues associated with the same airfoil used in this investi-
gation at a fundamental frequency of 128 hertz and about the same mean
and mean square velocity. His traces did not give an indication of any
significant higher order harmonics.
There are apparent spatial periodicities evident in the instan-
taneous pressure distributions shown in Fig. 69 and 70 for Run 5. The
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mean pressure distribution for Run 7 shown in Fig. 86 also clearly
indicates a spatial periodicity. The mean square distributions of the
unsteady pressure plotted in Fig. 65 and 81 show a similar trend.
A hint as to the cause of these periodic trends may be obtained
by considering the chordwise distribution of the mean square of the
pressure fluctuation in steady flow. One would normally expect vortices
shed at or near the separation point on the airfoil to immediately begin
to dissipate as they travel downstream from their point of origin. A
resulting decrease in the mean square of the fluctuations in velocity
and pressure would be expected with chordwise distance downstream as is
shown in Fig. 33 for the airfoil at 10 degrees angle of attack in steady
flow. The mean square of the pressure fluctuation on the airfoil at 15
degrees angle of attack in steady flow shows a definite increase toward
the trailing edge as shown in Fig. 34. This suggests that the spatial
periodicity observed in the unsteady runs was a result of the combination
of the oscillatory effects and the effects of the stalled airfoil.
The instantaneous pressure distributions shown for Run 5 in Fig.
69 and 70 also suggest that the second harmonic component of the normal
force could be due to a delay of separation near the leading edge associ-
ated with the minimum of the velocity or change in sign of the acceleration
of the free stream. Reference to the instantaneous pressure distribution
associated with the minimum of the velocity demonstrates the more favorable
spatial pressure distribution that occurs at that point on the velocity
waveform.
E. COMPARISON OF UNSTEADY FLOW RESULTS WITH STEADY FLOW ANALYSIS
Steady flow results have traditionally been used to estimate aero-
dynamic forces acting on airfoils in unsteady environments. Such analysis
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usually involves assuming that the lift coefficient of an airfoil section
is constant at a given angle of attack within a given range of Reynolds
Number
.
The normal force coefficient found for the airfoil used in this
investigation at 15 degrees angle of attack and a Reynolds Number based
on chord of approximately 3 x 10 was 0.681. Assuming the normal force
coefficient to be constant for a given angle of attack leads to the fol-
lowing estimates for the mean normal force coefficient and mean square of
the unsteady normal force coefficient for the same airfoil at 15 degrees
angle of attack in an oscillating flow with amplitude ratio g = 0.08:







+ f-0~ 0.0128n N V 8/
where C„ is the normal force coefficient in steady flow.
N
s
Note that assuming a constant normal force coefficient leads to
results that depend only on the amplitude ratio of the oscillating
free stream and are independent of frequency.
The experimentally measured mean normal force coefficients for the
airfoil at 15 degrees angle of attack in a free stream oscillating at 11
and 94 hertz were 0.851 and 1.401 respectively. The mean squares of the
unsteady normal force coefficients for the two cases were 0.075 and 0.100
respectively. The difference between the experimentally derived values
and the values predicted by assuming a constant normal force coefficient
at a given angle of attack are considered by the author to be significant
F. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Figure 87 gives the measured mean normal force coefficient a
function of frequency for the airfoil at an angle of attack of 15 degrees
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in a free stream with a mean velocity of approximately 100 feet per
second and amplitude ratio of approximately 0.08. Figure 88 gives the
measured mean center of pressure under the same conditions.
Due to lack of computing time and a machine malfunction in the
digitization process, the data taken for Runs 6 and 8 were not reduced
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VII. CONCLUSIONS
From the results presented, the following conclusions may be drawn
for the conditions investigated:
1. The magnitude of the pressure force acting normal to the
chord of an airfoil at high angle of attack in oscillating flow is
frequency dependent and is significantly greater than that observed in
steady flow and is not adequately predicted by quasi-steady analysis.
2. Higher order harmonic components of the fundamental free
stream frequency of oscillation are of significant order of magnitude in
the normal force and their relative magnitude is frequency dependent.
3. Distinct periodic components are observable in the pressure
acting on an airfoil in steady flow.
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TABLE III
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS FOR WHICH DATA WERE TAKEN
Angle Frequency Amplitude
of Mean of Ratio
Attack Velocity Oscillation of
Run No. (degrees) (ft/sec) (hertz) Oscillation
1 100 steady --
2 5 100 steady --
3 10 100 steady --
4 15 100 steady --
5 15 100 94 0.08
6 15 150 94 0.08
7 15 100 11 0.08
8 15 70 9 0.25
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o NACA 63-009 STEADY FLOW LIFT CURVE ^=3x10° Cref. J
a STEADY FLOW NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT
CN
Angle of Attack, Degrees (<*)





















































































































































































































































































































FIGURE 33. MEAN SQUARE OF UNSTEADY PRESSURE
COEFFICIENT ON AIRFOIL






































FIGURE 34. MEAN SQUARE OF UNSTEADY PRESSURE
COEFFICIENTS ON AIRFOIL
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Figure 36. Selected Oscilloscope Traces, Run 5
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FIGURE 65. MEAN SQUARE OF UNSTEADY PRESSURE
COEFFICIENTS ON AIRFOIL
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FIGURE 81
. MEAN SQUARE OF UNSTEADY PRESSURE
COEFFICIENTS ON AIRFOIL
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Dyanmic calibration was carried out using the procedure developed
by Johnson in Reference 14. The results of his work were used to select
the inside diameter of the tubing and tube length for this investigation.
The stainless steel tubing used in the model was 0.0625 inches in outside
diameter, 0.047 inches in inside diameter and 24 inches long. The plastic
tubing attached to the transducer housing was 0.49 inches in inside dia-
meter and 11.5 inches long.
Both transducers were first mounted in a calibration chamber and
statically calibrated. Figure 89 shows a schematic diagram of the static
calibration instrumentation.
A sound driver was then mounted on the calibration chamber and driven
at known frequencies by the amplified output of an audio oscillator. The
spectrum from to 500 hertz was scanned to see if any difference in phase
or gain could be detected between the two transducers. No difference in
phasing was detected and the ratio of the gains was constant for the
observed spectrum.
The next step was to remove the transducer to be used for the investi-
gation from the chamber, install it in its housing and reconnect it to the
chamber through steel and plastic tubing identical in length and diameter
to that to be used in the experiment. The values of phase difference
and wave analyzer readings for each transducer were then recorded at 5
hertz increments from to 400 hertz. The gain of the remote transducer
was then taken as the product of the ratio of static gains and the ratio
of the wave analyzer readings. The amplifiers used to amplify the two
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transducer outputs were switched and the procedure was repeated. No
differences in results were noted. Figure 90 shows a schematic of the
dynamic calibration instrumentation.
The spectral interval subsequently used in the analysis of results
was 1 hertz. A linear interpolation was used to obtain intermediate
points in the frequency range to 400 hertz and a simple linear extrapo-
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APPENDIX B
ANALOGUE TO DIGITAL CONVERSION
The available digitizing equipment was not capable of digitizing
more than one analog signal at a time. This precluded simultaneous
digitization of the velocity and pressure analogues associated with a
given tap and ultimately required photographic measurement of phasing.
The procedure used was based on an available digital computer pro-
gram. The program takes binary words from one channel of the analogue to
digital interface of the hybrid and stores them in a given buffer until
the buffer is full. The contents of that buffer are then written on
magnetic tape while a second buffer is being filled. When the second
buffer is full it is written on magnetic tape and the first buffer takes
on the storage function. The cycle repeats itself for the sample length
desired. Sample length is expressed in terms of the number of blocks of
1024 samples per record. The 1024 samples correspond to the storage
capacity of the buffers.
The analogue signal to be digitized is taken by a designated trunk
line fromthe analogue side of the hybrid to the analog to digital con-
verter. The sampling interval is controlled by interupts into a trunk
line on the logic board of the analogue.
For this investigation a sampling frequency of 1024 samples per
second was chosen in order to simplify the computer analysis of the
data. For minimum scale error in the conversion process it was desirable
that the digitized signal be as large as possible. A compromise between
the desired amplitude of the digitized signal and numerical convenience
was worked out by making the filter gain be of the order of 100.
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The filter was used to improve signal to noise-plus-signal ratios of
the analogue data. Preliminary investigations had shown that some high
frequency noise was picked up in the data recording process from both
the transducer and the tape recorder. ("High frequency" for the purpose
of this investigation meaning frequencies greater than 500 hertz.)
Filtering prevented this high frequency noise from distorting the
resulting spectral estimates.
For the steady flow runs it was not necessary to preserve any phase
information and the analogue circuitry used is shown schematically in Fig.
91. The conversion process in this case was commenced when the "Master
Clock" on the analogue computer was switched from "Reset" to "Run" with the
analogue computer in the "Compute" mode. In more specific terms, switching
the master clock to "Run" enabled the interrupts to the digital computer.
The unsteady flow runs were digitized using the circuitry shown in
Fig. 92. A 1000 hertz sine wave was recorded on a third track of the
data tape. This signal was used to start the interrupts to the digital
computer at the point on the tape corresponding to the start of the 1000
hertz signal. The idea was that the velocity and pressure analogues corres-
ponding to a given pressure tap would be digitized starting at the same
point on the tape. The large gain on the 1000 hertz signal was used to
get maximum rise time to the comparator. Utilizing the circuitry shown
in Fig. 92 also allowed control of the digitizing process from the
digital side of the hybrid.
The procedure described above was not adequate to preserve the
phase information between the velocity and pressure analogue signals
Possible reasons include variabilities in the response times of the
comparator and/or the delay flop in the logic circuitry and/or recording
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data at too slow a tape speed to be able to get the rise time necessary
to insure adequate responses of the above analogue devices.
A method that was not tried would be to use the 1000 hertz signal
to put the analogue into "Compute" rather than utilizing the delay flop
and comparator circuitry shown in Fig. 92. This would eliminate at
least one of the elements in the circuit and possibly both.
The hybrid has the capability of converting 32 analogue channels with
only a slight time skew. The conversion process is limited by buffer
size and the speed at which the filled buffers can be written on magnetic
tape. The time it takes to fill a buffer cannot be less than the time it
takes to write the contents of a buffer on magnetic tape. This limits the
sampling frequency.
In order to sample more than one track at a time the digital computer
program would have had to be written to store the sampled analogue signals
alternately in the buffers. The author did not have the time available
to rewrite the program and the Electrical Engineering Department Computer





























































NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA
A. ASSUMPTIONS
The digital analysis was based on the assumption that the pressure
at any point on the surface of the airfoil was a parametric function of
the free stream velocity, i.e.,
P = P(x,y,U), U = U(t)
The oscilloscope traces shown in Fig. 36 and Fig. 72 indicate the validity
of this assumption which allowed the establishment of a common time base
for each pressure analogue sample.
B. MEAN AND MEAN SQUARE CALCULATIONS
The mean of a digital array <V >
,




where V corresponds physically to a quantity measured at time t and N
is the number of samples in the array. For spectral calculations, it was
desirable that the arrays subjected to spectral analysis have a zero mean.
This prevents distortion at the low frequency end of the spectrum [Ref. 13]
Consequently, the mean was subtracted from the initial array <V > to form
I "J
a new digital array <U ^. This new array corresponded to the unsteady
part of the analogue signal.









All sampling for this investigation was done at the rate of 1024
samples per second. Spectral analysis was performed on arrays of 1024
samples each. This procedure yields a Nyquist Cutoff Frequency of 512
hertz and an equivalent spectral bandwidth of 1 hertz [Ref. 13].
The complex Fourier Transform of the digital array under con-
sideration was calculated using the relation:
, N-l . nK









The inverse transfer functions of the tubing and filter were
applied to the pressure analogues in complex form in order to get the





The Fourier Transform of the unsteady velocity was found by
simply dividing the Fourier Transform of the velocity analogue by the
transfer function of the filter.
The inverses of the pressure and velocity transforms were taken
using the same subroutine as was used to take the transform of the
original analogue array. Details of the capabilities of this sub-
routine, called "HARM" in the data analysis program, are given by
Cooley and Tukey in Reference 15.
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2 . Power Spectral Densities
The power spectral density of ^U \ and the Fourier Transform of
<U > are related by
G = 2U ,U *
K
The power spectral density of a function describes the general frequency
composition of the function in terms of the spectral density of its mean






= 2 G Af
K=0 PK B
where the equivalent spectral bandwidth, Af , was 1 hertz for this
B
investigation. Reference 13 has a complete discussion of the properties
of the power spectral density and its uses.
D. NORMAL FORCE AND CENTER OF PRESSURE
The integral relations given in Chapter IV, D, were approximated by




= / [C P ^'"^ " C P <5.-Hl>] dF
was approximated by
23 [AC (v+1) + AC p (n)]












EVALUATION OF EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
A. PRESSURE MEASURING SYSTEM
Dynamic calibration of the transducer and pressure tap leads was
accomplished using a sound driver to produce reference pressure fluctu-
ations, (Appendix A). The lower frequency bound on the flat portion of
the dynamic response curve of the sound driver was 160 hertz with
detectable response of decreasing amplitude to 25 hertz.
Below 25 hertz, both the gain of the amplifier used to drive the
sound driver and the gain of the sound driver were very small. The
power required to produce any output response from the sound driver
below 25 hertz caused saturation of the amplifier with the result that
the output of the sound driver was a distorted signal rather than a
simple sine wave. The combination of a complex signal, decreasing
interval between harmonics, and low gain made the wave analyzer more
difficult to read and the resulting gains subject to greater uncertainty
than gains measured at higher frequencies.
Defining error in terms of a maximum percentage of deviation from a
true value, the estimated error in the system transfer function was 5
per cent above 25 hertz and 10 per cent below 25 hertz.
B. TAPE RECORDER AND ANALOGUE TO DIGITAL CONVERSION
Table II gives examples of the differences between measured recorded




The power spectral density estimates of the unsteady pressures and
velocities are considered by the author to be reasonable estimates to
their true power spectral densities. A detailed discussion of error
criteria in spectral calculations is given by Bendat and Piersol in
Reference 13.
D. NORMAL FORCE AND CENTER OF PRESSURE
The inability to preserve phase information in the analogue to
digital conversion process and subsequent measurement of time differ-
ences from oscilloscope traces made error in the normal force calculations
difficult to evaluate.
It was estimated that phasing between the pressure and velocity
analogues associated with a given tap could be measured to within 1/2
sample time increment or approximately 17 degrees at 94 hertz and 2
degrees at 11 hertz. The quality of these measurements would establish
minimum error bounds on the normal force and center of pressure calculations
E. EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT
The variation in the ratio of the unsteady to steady components of
the velocity associated with individual taps for Runs 5 and 7 are given
in Tables IV and V. The pressure coefficients associated with a given
tap were calculated using the measured mean velocity associated with that
tap in an effort to minimize the effect of the variations on the normal
force and center of pressure calculations. These variations in free
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AIRFOIL IN AN OSCILLATING FREE STREAM
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BMSU( 2,25) ,DATA( 1024) ,S (256) ,
0),ETA(25),GX(512),X(25) , KPHASE ( 2 ,25
)
512) ,RANGE(4)
1,1) ,G( 512) ,H( 512) ,CON
,SF,FRUN, ALPHA
•UNSTEADY PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS VS TI
M.R. BANNING'/
•UNSTEACY VELOCITY VS TIME
M.R. BANNING* /
•PSD OF UNSTEADY PRESSURE
M.R. BANNING' /
•PSD OF UNSTEADY VELOCITY
M. P. BANNING'/
•MEAN PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS VS ETA
M. P. BANNING'/
•PSD OP UNSTEADY NORMAL FCRCF
M.R. BANNING 1 /
•UNSTEADY NDR^AL FORCE VS TIMF
M.R. BANNING' /
•PSD OF UNSTEiDY CENTER OF PRESSURE
M.R. BANNING 1 /
/
/
CFFINF FILE 1 ( 51 200 , 2 , U , I B
)
) NRUN,NBSK. IP, I F F I L , FP UN , ALPHA
) PSLCPE,UMVOLT,QFO,TFMP,PATM
)(ETA( I ) ,1=1,25)
KGI I ), 1=1, 512)
)(H( I), 1 = 1,512)
READ(5,5C 1







READ(5,5C5)(LABC( I ),I=1,5C )
G A SCCN = 2116. 0/1.^2^769*518. 688)
TEMPR=TEMP+45-5.680
RFO=PATM*7C.73/(GASCON*TEMPR )


































































32,' INPUT PARAMETERS FOR RUN«.
S SKIPPED BEFORE READING FIRS'
13,
',
PUT OF ' ,F3.1 , • VOLTS
OF «,F6.2,' FFET/SEC
, TFMP,PATM,RHC,UMEAN











IN. OF HG' ,/,
DENS ITY=» ,F9.5, ' SLUGS/FT **3 »,/ ,
Y = ',F7.2,' FT/SEC)
A

















FAC3=CARSl h( 1) )
FAC4=FAC1/FAC3
F A C ^ = f AC2/FAC3




KAMGF( 4)=- 15. )
PC 1 C r 2 1=1,512
FF-EQ( 1 )=I-1





DC 11 HCLE=1,2 5
L = L+1
DC 3 IBLK=1,<+
J=(I PLK-1 ) *1024
CALL INDATA(DATA)
CC 3 JJ=1, 1024
I=J+JJ
3 U( I )=OATA( J M
CALL B^E AN (U,NCBLKS,BMU( SIDE, HOLE) ,BMSU(S I OF t HOLE)
)




HMJ( S ICE,HCLE )=FAC5*BMU( SI HE .HOLE)
FN SIX SIDE, HOLE ) = ( F AC6**2 ) * BMSU ( S I HE, HOLE)
Cf 6 K=KSTART, KLAST
I=K-KSTAPT+1
6 A( I, 1, 1)=FAC2*U(K)
If SET=-1
CALL hAPNMA,M,INV,S,IFSET,IFERRI
A( 513, 1,1) =A(513, 1 ,1 )/H(512)
A( 1, 1, 1)=A(1,
1
,1)/H( 1)
GX<1 ) = 2. r *A< 1, 1, 1»*CUNJG( A< I, I, II )
PC 21 1=2,512
KCQNJG=NT[]T-I<-2
A( I, 1,1)=A( 1,1 ,1 )/H( I )
CCN =CCNJG< A( I , 1, 1) )
AIKCCNJGt 1 ,1 ) = CCN
21 GX (I )=2. r *A( 1,1,1 )*CCJN
SUM=C .C




CALL HARM( A,M, INJV , S , I F SET , I F ERR )
DT 7 1=1 ,1024
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7 U ( I ) = A ( I , 1 , 1 )
WPITE(6,122)









WP I T L ( 6 , 1 C C
)
WPITF(6,K 2)
WP ITF ( 6,1' 4)
WKlTE(6,ir 5)
Dl 61 LINE=1,128
I X 1= ( L INE-1)*4+1
IF(7lINE.EQ.44).0R..(LINE.EQ.89)) *PITE(6,107)
6 1 WPITE(t,l r 6) ( IX, GX( IX), IX=IX1, 1X2)
Wl- ITF( fc, IIS)
HPITE(6,102)
WRITF (6, K 4) ( NPUN, SICE, HOLE)
WPITF(6,12C) [}MU( SIDE, HOLE)
DT RCC1 LINE=1,89
IX1=( L INF-1 1*4+1
1X2=1X1+3
IE (L.EC.44 ) WRITE (6, 1C 7)
8 231 UKITF<6,121) ( IX, U( IX) , IX=IX1, 1X2)





. ,C ,C ,0,8 , 5, D, LAST )






















DC 2 I PL K= 1,4
J=( IRLK-1 ) *1C24
CALL INPATA(DATA)
DC 2 JJ=1, 1">24
I=j+JJ
? P(I) =DATA( JJ)












Si2^ Lpf^o^HnLF,/,H Mu(S 1 CE,Hate»» ? .
V,\ 4 K=KSTA<U,KLAST
I=K-KSTAPT+1
4 A( I, 1, 1 )-FAC7*P(K)
IF SF T = -l
CALL F<ARM( A,M, INV, S, IFSET, IFERR )
A(513,1,1)=A(51?,1,1)/(G<512>*H(512M
A( 1, 1, 1>=A( 1,1.1>/(G( 1I*HI1JI
,
, |t
(,X (1 )= 2 , r * A( 1, 1, 1 ) *CONJG( A( 1, I, 1 ) )
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19
DO 19 1=2, ^12
A( I, 1, 1) = A( 1,1, 1)/(M I )*H( I ) )
KCCNJG=NTCT-I*2
ClN=CONJG( A( I , 1, 1 ) )
AfKCO.JC, 1 ,1 )=CONbXd) = 2.f*A(i,i,i) *C0ls
su^=c
or 2C 1=2,511
20 SLM=SU^ + GX( I )
SGM= .5*GX( 1 ) + .5*OX(d12)+S'IM
IF SET= 1
CALL HAPM( A,M f INV,S,irS c!T f IF c P^)
DC 5 I =1 ,1C24
P( I ) = A( 1,1,1)
5 PII)=P(I)tEMP( SI OP, HOLE)
DL ]? 1-1,1024
IF=<L-1)*1C24+I
12 ^ P I T E ( 1 • I B ) P( I )
WPITF(6,119J
WPITE(6,1C 1)
WP IT E ( o, 1 ' A ) MRUN, SI DP, HOLE




IF (LINE. EQ.44) URITE(6,1^7)
30r0 w F I T E < <S , 1 1 4 ) ( I X , ? ( I X ) , I X= I X 1 , I X 2 )
DC 6Cf 2 I* It 1024
8102 P< I )=P ( I )-ErtP( SIQF,HJLE)
w F I T t ( 6 , 1 2 2 >
^P I Tf { 6, K 1)
WPITE(6,1CM NRUN, SIDE, HOLE
WPITP(6,12C) BVP( SIDE, HOLE)




ImF ITE( 6,10 0)
WPITF( 6, K 1
)
^P ITE<6, 1C 4)
hh I TE ( 6, If ?)






• GX( I ) = GX( I )/SUM
CALL DP AM 480 ,FREQ,GX,0,C , LArtC(L) , IT IL3, 6C . 3,










If (HOLE. GT. 25)
IF (HOI E.GT .25)
lHCLE=HCLE-25
SIDE=2







DC, 5 2 HOLF = lt25




CALL OTFG( FTA, X,X,NDIM)





DC 27 HOLC=l,2 5














rr 2 C hCLE = l » 2 3
Y(HCLF)=BMP(2,H0LE)-B^P<ltHi)LE)
X(HOLE)=Y( HULE)*FTA(H0LE)
CALL QTFC{ETA,Y,v f NCm
FNMEAN=Y(MDIM)










DC 3 2 LIMF=1.
ICN1=(LINE-1 >*4+l
[CN2=ICNl+3
IF (L IME .F0. 44)
WMTEI6.11 ?> ( ICN





,CM ICN), ICN=TCN1, ICN 2)
x ?
37
WF ITE ( fc, lnc?)
WRITE(6, IK )
WR ITF (6 V 1 1 1)
DC 3 3 LINE =1 .
ICF1=( LINE -1 )**+l
K P2=ICPl+3
IF (LINE .EC. 44)
WRITE (6,114) ( ICP,
NPUN, F RUN, RAT I G,UM A, ALPHA
CPV
89





WR ITF ( 6,21 3)








}4 A ( 1,1,1 )=CN( I )
callharm< a,m, inv.s.ifset, iferr)
iA8
SUM=C , r
DC 35 1=1,GM I >=2.C*
35 St N^SUM+Gy
SUMSUM-.5
a F I T f ( h , 1
'
k P I T E ( 6 , 1
1
W P I T Z i 6 , 11
WF ITE(6, 1C






3b WF IT F ( t, If
(T ICC A HO
1 )04 Y(HOLF ) = -R
CALL DRAw(
*O f CtCtCf 8,
D( ICC 5 HO
10C5 Y(HCLE)=-B
CALL DRAWi






DC 1CT6 1 =
LCe6 G* ( I ) = GXU
CALL DP AM
*
, C , C , C » 8
,
512
A< I , 1,1 >*CONJG«A< 1,1,1))
(I )
*GX< 1 )-.5*GX<512 )
C >
5)
C) NKCN,FRUN,RATIO,tJMA , AL^HA




C . 4-4 ) . C R . < L I N E . E C . '* •>) ) W P [ T E ( 6 , 1 7 )
6) ( ICN,fiX( ICN) , I CN= ICN1 , ICN2 )
L^ = l ,23
yPi 1 .HOLE!
23,ETA,Y,l,3,LAbEl,ITIL5,J.2,l.C,
A, 0, LAST I
L F = 1 , 2 3
VR(2 ,HOLE)
23,ETA,Y,3,5,LArtfcl, I T I L 5 , " . 2 , 1 . j
,
4 , , L A S T )











A( I, 1, l)=i'ATA( I )
IFSFT=-2
CALL HAPM A,y, IKV, S, IFSET, I C ERK)
SUM=0.0
DC 4C 1=1,








W F I T F ( 6 , 1 'I C )
WRITE<6,116)
*K IT E( 6, 110) NPUN,FRUK,^ATn,UMA,ALPHA
WFITE(6,1(5) SUM
DC 41 LINE=1 ,12*
ICP1=( LPif -1 )*4«-l
ICP2= ICP1+3
IF((l INt.eG.44).r,R.(LINF,E0.^ c')) WRITE(6,1^7)
WPITE(6,lC6)(ICP,CX(rrP) f ICP=ICPl,ICP2)
DC ICCR 1=1,512ma gx( i ) = gx( i )/sijm
CALL CPAW(4R j, FHE-3,GX,0,
*C ,C ,C ,0,8, 5,0, LAST)
,
LAbEL, ITILR,6C . ? , ? . 2 ,
DC 4? 1=1. 1)24
A 2 PIII=(.MI)
K K P = <-«
CALL KHAPM (P,KKK,
kPITF.(6,lCC)
WP ITt( fc, 11 7) (P( 1 )
H 4? [=1.1024
4 3 P( I) =DATA( I )
!NV,S, IFtRR)
,1 = 1, 1D26)
CALL PHARM^,KK :>, IN\'» S, IF^K'M
WRITF(6,1CC)
WRITE(6,U 7) (P{ I )
CALL PhAPM('J,KKK,
fcPITE(6,KC)
HRITE( fc, 117) (CM I ) , 1 = 1 , 1T26)
,1 = 1
INV,
, K ? 6 )
S, IFERR )
149
1-0 FC P^ AT (1H, ///////, T5 3,' TABLt'
*T46, 'POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY')









•UNSTEADY VELOCITY') iT » B i r*i
•RON' ,12, T 5 3, 'SIDE' ,12, T66,' TAP', 13)





















F OPM AT (T^3
FCRMAT (IX,
FCRMAT (1H1


















• ) = « , F7.3, 10XI )
FORMAT (lhl
J
FORMAT (1 32, ' THE
* T 3 2 t • fc AS',F7.2,/,
*T-2,'THE AVERAGE MEAN iUUAi^r: •""S"'
vT32l'TFE f-ATIU OF UNSTEADY TO STEADY
AVERAGE
SQUARE




T?2, ' THE AVERAGE Q wAS' ,F7.2)
3 FCRMAT( 1H1, ///////, T5 3, 'TABLE' ,/,
*T32**MFAN PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS',/,
*T32t •PUN« tI3 f /i






FL R^AT (//, T32 , 'THE
t
• RUN' , 13 ,/ ,





*• T ~ 2 , ' , 6 . )
_ . ,MR EC PM AT (1H1, ///////, T53,' TABLE',/,
*T32, 'RATIO OF SGPT(2)*SCRT(VEL0CITY«
*• MEAN SQUARE) TO MEAN VELOCI T Y',/,
*T22, 'RUN' , U, /
*T32,'TAP',T?9,
5'* 1 FORMAT (51 5)
503 FCRMAT (5F1C.T )
5C2 FCRMAT ( UF 5.:)
5:4 FORMAT (8E1C .3)
5C5 FCPM£T(2CAA)





LGCATICN»,T5 r ,'UPPER' ,T60 t ' LOWER' )
SLeFTUTINE OTFG( X,Y,Z,NDIM)
DIKENSIPN X( 1) ,Y( 1 ) ,Z( 1)
S0M2 = i' .
DL 2 I=2,NCIM











































F ROUT INF 4 YE AN( P, V1RLKS , BM, rlMS )







3 n = i,rz4
=j + i i






















RKAT <? ~ X, 'NOR LK S=', 12, /, 2' X^MEAN^Fll. 4, /,2CX,
,FK .A,//)
RNAT (?' y ,» THE FCLLCWING AR4AY LISTS THF INPUT TIME H






DIVFNSICN DATA<l r ?4)







St PF CUT INF




IF (X(K ) .GT
IF (X (K + l )
IF( ( X( K-l)
CK=APS (X(K ) )
CKP1=APS(X (K+l
IF (CK.LT.CKP1 )


















OP. (X(K-2) GT Ml GO TO 1
) )
GO TO 2
X7ER0) GO TQ }




F!^ TPY ITHI L0{ X ,Y, NO AT A, RANGE , KK Z , MOOCUR )
<+44 IF (V OCCUR. EQ.~ .OR.MOOCUR.EQ.l ) JSETO
JSET=JSET+1
IF (JSFT.GT.'+) JSET=1
DC 7;r 1 = 1 ,NOATA, KKZ






PTX.GT .61 .GP. IPTY.GT.81) GO TO 70
IF( IPTX.lt .;. OP. IPTY.LE.C ) GO TO 7,




CCMPUTE PkC^ER SCALE NUMBERS





XSCAL L (1 ) = XM/\x
YSCALF (1 )=YMAX
CC i>: 1=2, 5
PC XSCALF( I ) = XSCALF( I-D-XINCR
DC PI 1=2,7
81 YSCALF ( i ) = YSCALE( I-D-YINCR
OUTPUT SFCTIGN wITH GRAPH
IF tMCDCUR.EQ.0.CR.MCDCUR.EQ.3)GO TC 922
RETURN
17 F( PMAT (12X
,
1 IP El 0.3 f 4tlC X.E10. })/15X, 2H**,8( LCH+*********
)22 WMTt(6,17) XSCALE( 5) ,XSCALE(4) ,XSCALE(3) ,XSCALE(2 ),XS
11=1
DC K 1 IK=1, 61
IT ( I )Q1 ,G1 ,92
91 WFITE(6,18) YSCALE( II ) ,(GRIO( IK,IX) , IX = 1 ,81) ,YSCALE( I IH FORMAT (3 X, IP
1 FK. 3,2X,lH + ,lX,81Al,lX t lH+,2X,Fn.^)
11=11+1
GCTO r?
92 fcHTE<6,19) (GPID( IK, IX) , IX = 1,81 )
19 FCRMATI 15X,1H*,1X,81A1 ,1X,1H*)
102 1=1+1




22 FC PNAT ( 1 P X ,2H**, R( l'"H + *******-** ) , ^H***/ IP
1 12X,EK.3,M 10X
i e ( i e p p ) i c o c , i c : : , k ~ i
ITC1 WP ITE(6,2' ) IFRft




I r ' v ( l >=c
DO 98r L=l ,MT
I NV ( L *M F X P - 1 ) = ^TLEXP
DC °7r J=2,LM1FXP
Jj=J+L^l EXF
9 7 C INV(JJ)=INV(J)+PTL£XP
MTLEXP=MTLEXP/2
-3-v: L Vlt" XP=L^1 EXP* 2
















Sl.HROUTINF UTPLCT (X f Y , NO AT A , k ANGF ,KKZ t MQnCU P )
CIMFNSICN GR IO(M, 81) ,XSCALE( 6) ,YSOLE( 7 )
OIVFNSICN X (1),Y (1 ) ,RAN0F(4 )
INTFGER*2 G*IO BLANK , OCT, <CHA=> K)/H. , 1H*, 1H*,1HX/
DATA rt)Tt BLANK//. <tB4. ,Z4?V/
GP 10 IS THE MATRIX OSF D TC PLOT THF POINTS
IERP=r
X* AX=PANGI ( 1 )
XMIN=PANGfc (?
)
YP AX=PANGE ( 3 )
YN IN = I- AMGE (4 )
CHECKI I^G X ANC
AT THF PAPGIN
Y "CINTS AND ^LOTTING THOS p OUT IT PANo
DO 3T 1=1, hDA T A,KKZ
I MX (I)-XMAX) ?.: 5,2: 5,220
X ( I ) = XMAX
I ! R R = I F R P 1
GOTO 21 r
IF(X (I)-XMIN)20 3,2l", ,2n
X ( I I -XMI
N
IFRR = IEf-P+1
IF (Y (I )-Y^AX )215,215, ?12
Y ( I )=YNAX
IERR=IERP+1
GOTO 33
IF(Y ( I J-YMIN )217, 3C,3 r
Y ( I )=YMIN
I £ P f- = If k P + 1
CONTINUE
PLOTTING X \ N r) Y AXIS IF NcCFSSARY
XF ANGF = XNA X-XMIN
YP ANCC=YVAX-YM I\
BLANKING OUT M A T R I X- ( GR I )
DC ?CC 1 = 1 ,61
DO 3C1 J J = 1 , 8 1




IF (XTEST)l ,22 2,222
IF ( YTF ST) 333 ,444 ,444
IV AX IS = ««'.*< -XV IN )/XRANGE*l. 5
DO 4C 1=1,61
GP IP( I , IYAXI S)=DOT
GFTG 222
I XAXI S=6. .*YVAX/YRANGE*l.S
Of 6C 1 = 1, PI
GP ID( IXAX IS, I )=00T























A( I ) = A( J )
A( J)=T
T=A( 1+1)
A( I + 1)=A( J + l >
A( J+1)=T
CONTINUE
J = J + 2
J J 1= JJ1+JJC1
END CF JPP1 AND JP?
JJ2=JJ2+JJC?
END CF JPP2 AND
JJ3 = JJ3+JJ03
FNC CF JPP3 LOCP
JP3 LCCPS
39D IF ( IFSFT)8^1,895,
391 DO 89? I = 1 , NX




THE FOLLOWING PROGRAM COMPUTES THE SIN AND INV TABLES.
MT=MAX ^( M 1) ,M(2) ,M3) ) -2
NT = f» AXC ( 2,MT )
IF (MT-1O906 ,9j6,905
IFFF^ = 1








J$TFF=2**( NT-L+l ) FOR L=l
JSTFP=NT
JDIF=2**(MT-L) FOR L=l
JDIf =?**(MT-L) FOR L=l
JCIF=NTV2
S( JDIF) = SIMTHETA)




S( JDIF) = SIM THETA)
Jt 1 = NT-JDIF
S( JC1 )=CCS (THETA)
JLAST = M-JSTEP2
IF(JLAST - JSTEP) 950,520,920





SI T UP INV (J ) TABLE
>60 MTl I XP=NTV2
MLFXP=2** (MT-L) . FCR L = l
LV IF XP = 1




H I T-PF VFFSFO.
NTSU=NT*M
M3MT=M3-N!T
J5C IT (M3MT) 3 7 j , 36<" , 3 6,"










3*0 JJD3 = NTSC/N3
M?MT=M2-MT
+50 IT (M2MTK70, 460,46:





M? LFSS THAN MT






IF CMMT)S7r t 5b'. , 56C













Ml GR. OR EQ. MT
I G C 1 = 1
NlVM=Nl/r T
MINN1=NT
G( TO 56 C




mi f\M 1 =




















12 = ( IP
J J 1= 1
or F.t r

































































W2( 1)=-S< I 3C >
W?(2)=S(I3CC)
GC TO 2 n C




3*1 IN THIPn giJADRANT
l<?0 I3CCC=NT+I3CC
I 3CC = -I3CC





DC! 22( K = I ,KLAST,2
K1=K+KBIT
K2=K1+KP IT
K3=K 2 + KB IT




A(K? )= MK1 )*W-A(K3 )*W3
A(K)=A(K)+A(K1)








A( K+l )=A(K4l )+T







A(K1 + 1 )=AWI+T
T=A(K1)
A(K1)=A(K)-T
A(K) =A (K )+T
T=A(K1+1 )
A(K1+1 )=A(K+1 )-T
A( K+l ) =A(K*1 ) + T
R = -A(K3«-1)
T-A(K3 )
A( K3) = A(K2 »-R
A(K? ) = A<K2 )+R
A(K3 + 1 ) = A( K2 + 1 )-T
220 A( K2M )=A( K2+1 )*-T
[rc PF I AND K LOOPS
23 r jj=jjoif+jj
ENC OF J-LCGP
235 Jl AST = 4*-JLAST+3
241 CONTINUE
r M) CF L LOOP
250 CCNTINUE
i t \, i i m locp











































































































































K2 + 1 )
K2)




= A(K + 1 ) + T
Kl)-A( Kl+1)
A(K1+1)+A(K1)
3)-A(K3 + l )









) = A( K+l )-T




A( K2 ) + R
)=A(K?+1 )-T




































C )19C, 180i 1 7C































TC 8C 1 = 1 , ILl , I D I F
KLAST=I+KL




UC TWO STEPS WITH J = f
A(K ) =A (K )+A(K2 )
A(K2 ) = A(K )-A(K2 )
A(K1 ) = A(K1 )+A<K3)
A(K?) = A(K1 )-A( K3)
A (K) =A (K)+A(K1 )
A(K1 ) = A(K )-A(Kl )
A(K2 )=MK2 ) + A(K3 )*T
A<K3)=A(K2)-A<K3)*I
T = A(K2 )
A(K2)=MK)-f






A(K3) = A(K1 )-T
A( Kl ) = A(K1 )+T
T=A(K3+1)
A(K3+1 ) = A(KU1 )-T





A(KH-1 ) = A( K+l )-T
A(K+1 )=A(K4l ) + T
R=-A(K3+1 )
T = A( K3)
A(K3) = A(K2 )-P
A(K2) = A(K2 )+R
A(K3*1 ) = A( K2 + 1 )-T
MK2 + 1 ) = A( K2 + 1 )+T









K3 = K2 + KB IT
LETTING W=(l+I )/RCCT2 v W3*(-l+I )/ROCT2,W2
A (K)=A (K ) + A(K2 )* I
A(K2)=A(K) -A ( K2 > * I
A(K1)=A(K1)*W+A(K3)*W3
A(K3) = A(K 1 )*W-A(K1)*^3
A(K)=A(K)+A(K1I
A(K1 ) = A(K)-A(K 1
1

















































































) = NP{ 2
5C id=
N P ( 3 )







HARM( A, M, INV, S, IFSFT, IFERP)
A( 1) ,INV(1 ) ,S( 1 ) ,N( 3) ,M(3) ,NPn) ,W( 2),W2(2),
F (Nl,Nllll,|N2,NI2))ilN3|N(3l)
FSET ) - 1) SO?, 900, 12

















M IS COD. DO L=l CASE
KPIT=KBIT/2
Kl. = KRI T-2




DC CNF STFP WITH L=1,J='
A(K)=A (K )+A( KD)





A(KD + 1 ) = A( K+l )-T
A( K*1)=A(K-H )+T
IF (MI - 1)250,250,52
LFIPST =3





LF IRST = 2
JLAST=0





TH C ASSEMPLLR LANGUAGE PRCGFAM «F'J«M» THAT DOES THE
ACTUAL PIT CONVERSION WAS WRITT-N BY PIMCORN C.ZELENY
CF THE NAVAI POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL COMPUTER FACILITY STAFF
PROGRAM CONVERTS 7 TRACK,
TFACK 32 BIT W(HC TAPE.
1NUATA{ 1024) , DATA ( 1 "24)








N£ BLK S = l
C DO J=1,K




1 OATA( I ) = INTUA( I ) "FACTOR
WRITE (^t^) DATA
CALL P ME AN ( D AT A , N OBLK S , BM , PM S )
kRITE(6,7C ) J,BM,3^S
GO TO 31
5 "> W F I T E (6,51) J
31 CONTINUE
: FT PMAT( 16( 64A4) )
24 BIT WORD TAPE
MERE < IS THE NUMBER OF BLOCKS OF 1C24 EAC
INDATA
51 F( RVAT (
•
r
ob FIR MAT (IX,
7 1 FORMAT (1CX









N0=« ,16 MF.AN=» ,FB.3 MEAN SQ
SI BROUTINE IMF AN
(
»
, NOBLKS , BM , BMS
)
PIMFr SION P( 1 )
MK=C
BMS = ' .C
BM = ° .C
1 DO 5 1=1. NOBLKS
J = ( 1-1 Kir 24
SUM=( .0
DO 3 11 = 1,1 >24
JJ=J + I I







If ( MK . EQ. ; ) GO TO 4








t f 7 I =1 , JJ
7 P( I )=P( I )-PM
M K = 1
G( TO 1






SUBROUT U F FfJRM( INCATA )
SUt M'UT INF FOP 4( INDATA)
THIS SLEHHJTINF
^ APH AY L FNCTD
\NC PI ACt" THESE
WILL CCNV^RT 24 UT ^ I N ^RY WOPC5 S TIP ED IN
SPECIFIED dY THF INOnX VALUF TC M. BIT PIN

















































12( 13 ) ,X» FF»
THIS SUB'UIUTINE CONVERTS
24 HIT BINARY WCROS TC
52 PIT WJKDS





TH C StbPCUTINtS THAT GIVE
D ISP LAV dm IT WtHE WRITTEN
DEPARTMENT (F AFRONAUTICAl




ON THE I3M 2250
VORHUFF,
),CPU(2b),CPL(?5) , RANGE (4) , ETA (25)
( 15
'/




















CO 1 IT=1,1 24
PEAD(<*,K2 ) Y
FORMAT (5CA4)









DC 4 1=1,2 5














U TITLE, 69598, £9999)































GF ( 2 ) =





























SETS MLUCUR = '
IS EITHER THE
ANT.
SET FTC9F VM MUST BE PROVIDED,





INPUT LISTS WILL BE PLOTTED
NA^E OF A 6?-BYTE ARRAY OR A 6~.-CHARA
OCB=( RECFM=F ? LPECL=BC
FOR TERMINATION
MMI N/ IGNORE/ NULL , I HE V , I GSPNM
MENSICN A(4),6(4) , XSCALE( 5) ,YSCALE(5)
162
1 ,NULL ( 1 ) ,AP L;A( 19) , TITLE ( 15)
01 MENS I UN t'( 1) ,V( 1) , X( i'C( UYflO*: ) ,«ANGE(4)
RTAL 5!^ XCHAP ( A) /H+ , 1H* , 1H
I M EG E k A , B
Eg. ' ) h'UTE(6|4) riTLB





MCinf.lJF . ' w , r E
FTPf-'AT ( »C ' , 15A4/Z/)
CALL UTPLCT ( ') , V , rjDATA , RANGE , KK Z , MHOCUR )
D( 2 I =1,0 DA FA
X ( I)=U( I )
vi r > = \/ m \
2
Y( I )=V(I )
CTNTINUF




























= RANGE (1 )
=RANGF (2
)







X ¥A X +D X
YMIN-DY
YMAX+DY
SO ATI. ( IGOSNM,XLL,YLL,XOR, YUR )







CALL PTEXTUGOSNN , T I TL E , 6 , NULL , NULL , NU LL ," , 5 1 )
CALL EXFO( IGOSNNi £9998*69999)
PLOT GRAPH TRA^h




A ( 3 > = fc
9
H( 3) = 49
AK)=69
B( 4)=7
CALL STPOSI IGOSNN ,f <5,7)
CALL PLINEUGOSNN
, A,B,NUL
CALL EXEC( IGOSNN, £9998 f £9999 I








XSCALEI I ) = X^>CALE(
DC 8 1 1=2,
5
YSCALEI I ) = YSCALF(
I , NULL , NULL, 4)
I-1J-XINCR
1-1 )-YINCR





If (XTE ST) 1 ,222,222
IF IYTEST ) 333,444,444
COM INUE
CALl STPCS(IGOSNM ,f . ,YMIN>
163
CALL PLINEr (IGOSNM ,".,YMAX)







































































































• ,4( 13X, • | ' ) )





- 1 ) * i
:








(NCTF: FNTPY UPHCRT ALLOWS FUR ADDING CURVES TQ GRAPH WH
HAS AlFEAPY BEEN LAID OUT — CALLFD BY PRNCRT)
ENTRY UPHCPT(U,V,NCATA, RANGE ,KKZ,MC rJCUR,T 1 TlE, IGDSNV, I
IF(MCDtUR.EQ.3)WRITE(6,4)TITLE
CALL UTHOLD(U, V , NUAT A , R ANGE , KKZ , MODCUP
)
DC 3 I=1,NCATA
X ( I)=ll( I )
Y( I )=V( I )
3 CCNTINUF
5 CC NT RUE
ICnSNM = ITF MP1
ICDSNN=ITfcMP2




IMX (I )-XMAX) 2 35,2':5,220
X ( I )=XMAX + 0X
I F PF = I FRP+ 1
l,( T 2l<









Y ( I ) =YMAX 4-OY
[FRR=IEPR*1
gi n y
'15 If (Y (I)-YVIN)217, 3 J, 3")








PLACING PC INT S IN THEIR PROPER POSITIONS
IF<M( DCUR.FQ.' .Cft. MGOCUR.EO. 1 )JSET=^
JSET=JSFT+1
If (JSET.GT.4) JSET = 1





CALL PTEXT ( IGDSNM.RXCHAPf 1 , NULL t NULL t NULL » XI , YD
CALL F XEG( IGDSNM, &999» , C9 99 3
)
CONTINUE





I F ( I E R R
1
Cf NT INUE
F E 'a I N C






r t. « i i •. t • T
WRITE(9,2l ) I C R*
F(RMAT( 'NU1BER OF POINTS O'JT OF RANGE = • I '*
)
^ND F ILF °
EWIND 1
EAD(Q,53) (AREAiKI ,K-l f 19l
ALL ETEXT ( IGOSNN » AREA, A- ,1
^ALL F XEU( IGDSNN,f,9998,&Q999)
C( NT INUE
IF (MCPCl'F . F0.3 1RETURN
LL,NOLL ,NULL,^,4)




















F f'ATL ( IATTN)
TMGES ( IGDSN^ )
TMl,DS( IGDSNN)
f!99 93, G999Q)

































Tri I S I













ES A PCINT-PLCT UN THE 22^ DISPLAY. IT CAN
S ON THE SAME GRAPH, DEPENDING ON THE CALLED
S THE ONLY CURVE FOR GRAPH
S THE riRST JF SEVERAL CURVES FOR GRAPH
S AN INTERMEDIATE CURVE FOk GRAPH
S THE LAST OF MANY CURVES FCR GRAPH
OR OF ABSCISSAE
OR OF ORDINATFS
GTH OF VECTORS X ANO Y (THE NUMBER OF POINTS
FR THE NAMF OF A b A -BYTE ARRAY OR A 6^-CHARA
ES THE PROPER RANGE VECTOR AND CALLS UTPCRT
FIRST CURVE ON A GRAPH. SUCCEEDING CURVES
TO THE SAVE RANGE AND PLOTTED WITH CIFFEREN
IS FOR RESTART, SECOND FOR TERMINATION
f 01 VUST EE PROVIDED, f)C*= ( RE CF M= F , LRF CL= B ?
f( MMON/ IGNORE /NULL , IDE Vt IGSPNM
D I MENS icr
L ,MJLL( 1 ) ,A
>(
->l ) , Y(51) , RANGE ( A)
PEA( 19) ,TITLE(15)
IVAL'NCF <RANG P <1) ,XMAX) , ( R ANGE { 2 ) , X M I N ) , ( RANGE ( J)
165
cc
1 ( HNGEI4) ,YMIN)
BRANCH CN MOCCflR
if (mcdcur.eq.".cr.modcur;i:q.i) go tt 40
Gl TC 4re
GAUGE INPUT DATA AND COMPUTE RANGE FUR FIRST OR ONLY CURV
VC XKAX=-l.F2f




IF (X ( I )-XMAX )
X!^AX=X ( I )
YX^AX=Y( I
)
IP (X ( I )-XMIn|)
XI*IN = X< I )
YX MIN=Y( I )
I F < v { i J-YMAX)
YMAX=Y( I
)
XV MAX=X ( I )









4'. r IF (rri CUR. FQ.2 .CR.MCOCUR.EQ.3) GO Tl 5 r '
CALL UTPCRTI X , Y , NN , RANGE , 1 , MUDCUR , T I T L E , £9 99 8 , £.999 9 )
GL TO If
5 2 CALL UPHCRT( X , Y , N\ , R A NGE , 1 , MCOCUR , T I TL E, IGC, I GDI, &9Q9 8
7C IP (MCDCUF .NE.3 )RFTURN
LIST TRUNCATION RANGE AFTER r NO OF MULTI-CURVE PLOT
RPMND «v
WPITFC9,i:i) YPAX, XYMAX,YMIM,XYMIN
1~1 FORMAT! «^AX Y = SGlA.?,' AT X = ',G14.7/
1 • M ' J v = i f g 1 4 • 7 , AT X = • , G 1 4 . 7
)
kPITF(9,l"n XPAX, YXNAX, XMIN, YXMN
1 : FCRMAT( n'AX X = , ,G14.7,« AT Y = «,G14.7/




DO bC I=^ Q ,52
READ( C ,£ 1 )
61 FPRMAT(1 CAM
J=5?-I
CALL PTLXT ( IGDSNM, APEA,74, NULL, NULL, 1,0, J )
CALL F X F Q ( I Gil S NM,£ 9 9 r<8, £9 9 9 9, £62)
br rrMiNUF
(APFA(K),K=l, 19)
C *AIT EOF FNP-KEY ATTENTION
C
CALL CRFATN{ IATTN)










9* »8 C( NT I NUl
RE TURN 1





CALSF T1NF LAPSE CF N HUNDREDTHS OF A SECOND (REAL T I MP |
INTEGER TIfcEtOT
T IMt = I TIKE ( r))
1 CONTINUE
DT=ITIMfc(D)-TIME
IF(DT.LT.F IGQ T(1 1
RFTUPN
END
Sl'eRCUTINE £XEO( IGDSNM,*, *,*)
COMkCL DISPLAY REGENERATION -- NOLO FURTHFR GRAPHIC DATA
BUFFER IS PFAEV
CC MMON// TT EN T/ IATNL
CCPMON/ IGNORE/ NULL, IDs-V, IGSPNM
CALL F CATM I ATM, I CODE , l,NULL,f», 31 ,32 I
IFUCCUF.FC.-UCALL START(&Q^9)
irdcoDt-.tc^ncALL FiNiSHU^ge,*^^)
If ( ICl DE.FC. 32 )PETURN 3
C ALL FXEC( IGDSNM)
CALL f FLAY(5)
RETURN






INITIALIZE GSPf 225 r , AND SEVERAL WOP K-DATA-S E TS
CCVN'CN/ATTFNT/ I ATNL
CC MMON/ IGNORE /NULL , IHEV, IGSPNM
NOLL=-5
CALL INGSPl IGSPNM f NULL >
G( TO 1
tNTGY PROVIDES FOR P E-INI TI AL IZATION
ENTRY GGSP
CALL TMDEV ( IDEV )
1 CONTINUE
CALL INDFV < IGSPNM, 22, IDFVI
CALL SALFMUCEV)
CALL MLITS( IDEV, 3)
CALL CRATL ( IDEV, IATNL )
CALL ENATN( IATNL , 1 ,31 ,32)
RETURN
ENC
SLOP OUT INF START!*)
C
C RESPLNSF TO R E- I N I T I AL I Z AT ION COMMAND DURING EXECUTION
C
CCMMON/ IGNORE/ NULL, IDEV, IGSPNM
C








INDFVUGSPNM t 22, IDEV)
•RESTARTING GSR








• i j • i 48. ,34. TRUE
17, NULL, NULL, NUL
SL BR CUT IMF FINISH! * t *)
RESPCNSF TO TERMINATICN PECUEST DURING EXECUTION
(ALL«.W CNF CHANCE TO CHANGF MIND)
CCMMON/IC\CRE/M,LL f IDEV,lGSPNM
CI^FNSICN FMTU3)
LATA FVT/» ( • • 1********** EXECUTION ABORTED BY USFR ***
CALL SALFM ( IOEV)
CALL TVDEV(IDEV)
CALL INDFV( IGSPiMM,?2tIOEV)




DV 2 1=1 tlC





CALL CRATL (IDEV, IATNL )
CALL FNATN( IATNL, ",31 )
FLASF FNKB LIGHTS AND CRT DISPLAY
START OR FINISH?*, 31
1 CCNTINUE
CALL DELAY (50 )
CMIT( IGOPGL, NULL, KPY)
MLITSI IATNL, 2)
DELAY (50 )
I NCL( IODPGL, NULL, KEY)
MLITS ( IATNL, 3)
PCATN( IATNL , IC0DE,1,NULL
IF( ICCDF.FC. 3) GC
CALL MLITSt IATNL, 1 )
IF(ICCDE.FC.-1 )CALL






































AY ( 5*9 )
>FV( IOEV)
168
SUBROUTINE I NI TCS ( IGDSNM, IDATM, ICH4M,Xl,Yl t X2,Y?,X3,Y3
INTEPFACE T[ GSP GOS-CREATION AND HPT I 3N-DEF I NI T I ON ROUTI
COMMON/IGNORE /NULL t I flEVtlGSPNM
LCGICAL LP
CALL INGDS< IDEV» IGDSNM)
CALL SGDSH IGDSNM, X 1 , Y 1 , X2 , Y2 , . ,
CALL SDATL( I GOSNM , X3 , Y3 , X4 , Y4
)
CALL SUA TM( UiDSNM, IDATM)
CALL SCHAMI IGOSNM, ICHAM)
IF(LP)CALL SLPATC IGDSNM, 1)
RF TORN
Ef C
• t i • t 1. >
SUBROUTINE CRE ATN ( I ATTN )
I M TF FACE TC GSP 'CRATL 1
MAINTAIN RESTART/ABORT LEVEL AS ACTIVE








CRATL ( IUEV, IATTN )
KLPFCt IATTN, I ,2,1)
MLPEPI IATTN, 2,4, ! )
VPATLUATTN, 1)










































RQATT( I AT TN, I CODE, / I RR AY /,*,*)
GSP 'RQATN*





( I ATNL, I CODE, 1, NULL, %31 ,32)
C.-l )CALL START(£9903)
G.31JCALL FINI SH(& C>998,{;9999)
C.32 JRETURN
( IATTN, -1 )
( IATTN, [CODE ,2 , I RRAY , ? , -35
)
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The effects of oscillating flow on the pressure force normal to the chord of
a symmetrical airfoil were investigated experimentally employing a remote pressure
transducer to measure the instantaneous pressure distribution.
An open circuit wind tunnel having a set of rotating shutter blades located
down stream of the test section was used to produce the oscillating flow.
Electrical signals analogous to the free stream velocity and surface pressure
were recorded simultaneously on separate tracks of a magnetic tape. The recorded
data were converted to digital representation, and numerical techniques utilized
to evaluate the spectral composition of the measured pressure distribution, from
which the normal force was calculated.
It was found that the magnitude of the total normal force at high angles of
attack is significantly greater in oscillating flow than in steady flow and is
frequency dependent; while at low angles of attack no significant differences
were observed. Moreover it was found that higher order harmonics of the funda-
mental free-stream frequency constitute a significant fraction of the normal
force, and these fractions are also frequency dependent. The observed results
are not adequately predicted by quasi-steady aerodynamic analysis.
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